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Imperial’s owners
frustrate CBK plan
BY CONSTANT MUNDA
SHAREHOLDERS of the beleaguered Imperial Bank have come
under sharp focus for frustrating
the Central Bank’s “prompt” reopening plan, even as it emerged
large depositors have started strategising on the way forward.
The CBK admitted on Saturday
top shareholders are coy in implementing its proposal on October
26 to re-open the lender.
Imperial was put in receivership on October 13 for fraudulent
loan deals, estimated above Sh34
billion including Sh10 billion advanced to W E Tilley, under the
watch of the deceased chief executive Abdulmalek Janmohamed.
Under the revival plan, which
was also presented to the large
depositors on October 28 at the
Norfolk Hotel, shareholders are
to pump fresh capital into bank,
while depositors will convert part
of their cash into shares.
CBK has also proposed an
overhaul of the the lender’s board
and senior management, to usher
in a fresh team that will help in
the recovery and collateralisation
of the fraudulent loans.
“The CBK notes with concern
the delay by shareholders to provide adequate assurances for the
implementation of this proposal,
and urges a quick resolution of
this matter,” the regulator said in
a statement on Saturday.
On the same day, about a 100
wealthy depositors from the Coast
met at Wild Waters Park “to seek a
way forward” to their cash locked
up in the bank.
The mid-morning meeting
formed Imperial Bank Depositors’
Coast Lobby Group, which is set
to link up with a similar grouping
in Nairobi.
The Nairobi meeting is set to
take place today at the Simba Union Club.
One of the organisers, who requested anonymity, told the Star
the large depositors are frustrated
with lack of communication from
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IT’S A DRAWBACK: Central Bank Governor Patrick Njoroge.
the CBK and Kenya Deposit Insurance Corporation – the stateowned receiver manager.
“We want to create a representation to sit down with the governor [Patrick Njoroge] with one
voice as depositors on the way out
of this situation,” the source, one
of the large depositors, said on
phone upon arrival from Mombasa yesterday morning.
He said only depositors with a
minimum of Sh20 million in the
bank are involved.
“Yes, we met the governor on
October 28 but we don’t know
the exact terms of the recovery
plan, including how much we
need to give and how much will
come from the shareholders,” he

said. “The problem is lack of information and we are learning
everything from the media.”
The CBK on Saturday issued an
alert over “misleading letters” that
have been sent to some depositors,
seeking their authority to convert
their deposits to equity.
The regulator said the
letters were “fraudulent and all
communications about the bank
will be made only by the CBK or
KDIC”.
Governor Patrick Njoroge said
on October 21 the regulator was
not keen on a strategic investor
– the route taken in Uganda –
arguing the transaction will take
longer, aggravating depositors’
pain.

ACCORDING to an online release from ISIS, eight assailants targeted six
sites on Friday in Paris in nearly simultaneous attacks in what was the
most violent event in the city since the second World War.
Whether this was the crescendo and the climax in a near-term sequence which began with the crash of flight 9268 on October 31, then
the bombings in Beirut on November 12, we have yet to find out. What
is evident is that ISIS [if their claims are to be believed] has struck
deeper [into the very heart of Fortress Europe] and higher [35,000 feet
in the case of flight 9268]. Its a parabolic chart.
As I scanned the media, I searched for just one interview with the
contemporary French thinker Paul Virilio. Virilio has written many books
but his 2005 Book City of Panic might prove the most acute signal in
the ‘’homogenised’’ media noise.
Our minds are literally besieged by these weapons of mass communication (as Virilio calls them), creating a “panic-driven tele-reality” and
resulting in an odd kind of “emotional synchronisation ... in which terror
must be instantaneously felt by all ... on the scale of a global terrorism”.
Virilio maintains that the global village has created hyperterrorism as
its “integral accident” [just as derailment is the integral accident of a
train].
In an era of globalisation, he argues, a nation’s borders are no
longer external but run through its cities. Nations will have to defend
themselves not abroad, but within their own dense metropolises [“the
metropolitics of globalisation will take over the geopolitics of nations”].
Modern warfare is “a war on civilians” which, aided by instantaneous
telecommunications, will result in “a world civil war”
What is clear is that the terrorists have broken out of their geographical box. Somalia begat Westgate. Russia’s intervention in Syria
begat flight 9268. France has been an interventionist [in the minds of
ISIS].
Once the terrorists were dispensable, their mayhem took place in a
far-away Place [with a few spectacular exceptions] and US President
Barrack Obama’s the 21st Century Drone Warfare Warrior was like the
gods.
‘’As flies to wanton boys are we to th’ gods.
They kill us for their sport.’’
The bacteria has escaped the Petri-Dish.
The question is where do we go from here? Are we going to continue peddling the ‘’Assad must go’’ line like it was some silver bullet to
end the world’s ills? Like the ‘’Saddam must go?’’, like the ‘’Gaddafi must
go?’’ Is that it?
An endless feed-back loop of irrelevant answers to what was really
the question. What happened after Saddam and Muammar went? What
will happen when Bashar goes?
Is the developed world going to simply lock itself down?
If Paris was not the climactic finale, then we need to consider how
‘’hyper-terrorism’’ is going to affect the ‘’globalised’’ economy.

MPC to review its interest stance tomorrow
BY STAR REPORTER
THE Central Bank’s Monetary
Policy Committee meets tomorrow
to review its short-term policy
stance amid increasing public
outcry over high lending rates.
The MPC meeting, held after
every two months, signals the
direction for the short-term
interest rates through the Central
Bank Rate – the minimum rate it
charges banks for loans as lender

of last resort.
CBK governor Patrick
Njoroge has given a hint of
lowering the CBR or retaining it
at 11.5 per cent – its steady level
since July 7 meeting.
He told the National
Assembly’s Finance Committee
on Thursday he expected
commercial banks to cut rates
as the CBK engineers a “soft
landing” in the interest rates.
At last week’s auction, yield

on the benchmark 91-day
Treasury Bills fell to single-digit
for the first time since July 2,
averaging 9.65 per cent. That
was a 4.11 per cent drop from
previous week’s 13.76 per cent.
Previous MPC’s decisions have
been aimed at anchoring inflation
expectation which has stayed
within 2.5 to 7.5 per cent target,
despite rising to 6.72 per cent
last month from 5.97 per cent in
September.
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